Peterson’s UndergradSearch™
and Peterson’s GradSearch™

Now available online – valuable information on undergraduate and graduate programs and institutions

Peterson's GradSearch and Peterson's UndergradSearch on GaleNet are two of the most comprehensive and detailed databases available today for locating detailed facts and figures on educational programs and institutions throughout the United States and Canada. The consistent format of each institution profile makes it easy to compare one institution or program with another. Developed by Peterson’s, the recognized authority on undergraduate and graduate education for more than 30 years, UndergradSearch and GradSearch are a one-stop resource for individuals looking for information on institutions of higher learning.

Applications

Students, public and academic librarians and researchers will access Peterson's UndergradSearch and GradSearch to:

❖ Uncover institutions that offer a particular field of study
❖ Compare and contrast similar academic programs at different institutions
❖ Find comprehensive facts and figures on two-year and four-year accredited colleges
❖ Network and make professional contacts
❖ Learn the entrance requirements, tuition expenses, degree requirements, application deadlines and more of individual institutions
❖ Leasing data with access via the Internet involves less maintenance, less infrastructure and allows you to more easily adapt your collection to changing curricular or budgetary demands. Runs on any Internet-capable computer

Benefits

❖ Quickly compare programs at educational institutions
❖ Search by major field of study to access a list of educational institutions that offer the curriculum you desire
❖ Use hyper-linked text to jump from general to specific information on academic institutions and programs and then back again
❖ Save time with faster access and navigation of content
❖ Universal access from any web-capable computer (including 24-hour remote access)

Coverage

Peterson's UndergradSearch on GaleNet includes more than 2,000 four-year and 1,500 two-year accredited colleges and universities. Peterson's GradSearch provides detailed profiles of 31,000 graduate and professional programs at more than 1,500 universities in North America.

What you'll find

Entries include:

INSTITUTIONAL TYPE
LOCATION
DEPARTMENTAL HYPER-LINKS
PROGRAM HYPER-LINKS
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
TUITION/ FEES
DEGREES OFFERED
FIELDS OF STUDY
NUMBER OF FACULTY
ENROLLMENT FIGURES
LIBRARY HOLDINGS
(NUMBER OF VOLUMES)
FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
CONTACT INFORMATION
PART-TIME AND EVENING/ WEEKEND PROGRAMS
AND MUCH MORE
Choose “QuickSearch” to search pre-defined categories
Click on “Institution List” to see an alphabetical list of all undergraduate and graduate degree-granting institutions
Use “Keyword” to search using specific words or phrases

The result list from any of the search screens include institutions that meet the criteria you entered

Find the code for your major field of study from our extensive list and use it to find information on academic institutions that offer programs in that category

Online advantages via GaleNet
- Universal access from any web-capable computer (including 24-hour remote access)
- No hardware/storage issues
- Automatic updates - no reload or download
- Consistent interface familiar to users of other GaleNet titles

Your search results are quick, detailed and consistent. Use hyper-links to jump from general information to more detailed entries on specific departments and programs